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Summary 

Multicast communication is becoming the basis for a 
growing number of Internet-based applications. The 
secure distribution of services or messages by the server 
to all multicasting group members requires an efficient 
and scalable way for distributing a group key to eligible 
members. Most of the existing research are focusing on 
group key and group members management, and can be 
divided into four types: centralized, decentralized, 
distributed, and hybrid schemes. In this paper, we 
propose an efficient and flexible decentralized multicast 
key distribution scheme with less computational cost and 
more functionality. The merits include: (1) the scheme 
needs no shared keys table between the registration 
center and all members; (2) a group key is distributed by 
servers to eligible members; (3) the computation cost is 
very low; (4) members and servers can authenticate each 
other; (5) our scheme is nonce-based and dose not have a 
serious time-synchronization problem; (6) also, the 
shared secret key distribution between dynamic 
participants is addressed in our proposed scheme. 

Key words: Multicast, Multicast group key, Key distribution, 
Network security, Security service. 
 

1. Introduction 

Multicasting is becoming the basis for a growing number 
of Internet-based applications [19], e.g. teleconferencing, 
pay-per-view, on-line TV and on-line games. The 
distribution of services or messages by the server to all 
multicasting group members requires a security 
framework with an efficient and scalable way of 
distributing a group key to the eligible members.  

In a secure multicast communication system [3, 8], 
in order to preserve the secrecy of eligible members, the 
group key must be changed and redistributed to all the 
current members when some member leaves or join this 
group. Otherwise, it is possible for the new members to 
decrypt the past tapped encrypted messages or for the 

former members to decrypt the new encrypted messages. 
To prevent these problems, the following two security 
criteria are important for the group key distribution in 
secure multicast communication [16]. 
S1: Forward secrecy: If a person has left a group, the 
departed member cannot decrypt encrypted messages 
transmitted after the leaving. 
S2: Backward secrecy: If a person joins a group, he 
cannot decrypt encrypted messages transmitted before 
the joining. 
The process for achieving forward and backward secrecy 
requires redistributing the group key. This process is 
called group rekeying.  

In [16], the multicasting group key distribution is 
divided into three main classes: centralized group key 
management protocols, decentralized architectures and 
distributed key management protocols. Most centralized 
models use Logical Key Hierarchical (LKH) methods 
[11, 15, 20]. However, these approaches introduce key 
storage risk and are inefficient when the group is large. 
Decentralized architectures use subgroup controllers to 
distribute the group key [2, 13]. They do not discuss how 
Key Encryption Keys (KEKs) between a subgroup 
controller and its members are distributed. Distributed 
key management protocols use the variant Diffie-
Hellman key agreement [18]. All members submit some 
information to generate the corresponding group key. It 
is inefficient because it has higher computation and 
communication costs. Since the group is generated by all 
members, it is hard to control forward and backward 
secrecy. 

In this paper, we propose an efficient and flexible 
decentralized multicast key distribution scheme with less 
computational cost and more functionality. Our proposed 
scheme satisfies the forward and backward secrecy 
requirement for members who join or leave a group. In 
addition, we propose a novel shared key distribution 
scheme between all members that is not addressed by 
other decentralized schemes. 
The structure of this paper is organized as follows. In 
section 2, we give a brief review of related work. In 
section 3, we describe the decentralized multicast key 
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distribution scheme. Security analysis and efficiency 
considerations are discussed in sections 4 and 5. In 
section 6, we offer concluding remarks. 

2. Related work 

In [1, 16], secure approaches of multicasting group 
key distribution are divided into four main classes: 
centralized group key management protocols, 
decentralized architectures, distributed key management 
protocols, and hybrid models. 

2.1 Centralized group key management 

A typical centralized group key management 
protocol contains one important entity, the Key 
Distribution Center (KDC), which generates the group 
key and distributes it to all members. The easiest way to 
distributing group key is using the Group Key 
Management Protocol (GKMP) [6, 7]. When a rekeying 
is required, the old conference key is used to encrypt the 
new conference key. However, the approach is not a 
solution for the forward secrecy. Another important 
property of a centralized mode is the use of a Logical 
Key Hierarchical (LKH) [4, 5, 11, 15, 20]. LKH is a kind 
of a binary tree to solve the key distribution in a group. 
However, these approaches introduce key storage risk 
and are inefficient when the group is large. 

2.2 Decentralized architectures 
In decentralized models [2, 13], a KDC is used and 

the large group is split into small subgroups. Each 
subgroup has a subgroup controller to reduce the work of 
the KDC. In Iolus [13], there is a group security agent 
(GSA) to manage each subgroup. Those GSAs are also 
managed by a group security controller (GSC). The GSC 
uses independent keys for each subgroup. No general 
group key is available for all group members. Although 
membership changes in subgroups are local, the major 
drawback of Iolus is that when a subgroup member 
wants to transmit the messages to other subgroups, GSA 
must perform the translation since data are encrypted by 
each GSA’s subgroup secret key. This approach can 
reduce the workload on the GSC, but the GSA can 
become a bottleneck. Furthermore, the GSC does not 
authenticate each subgroup member. The shared keys 
between GSC and its dynamic members are not 
addressed in those schemes [2, 13]. 

2.3 Distributed key management protocols 
The distributed approaches [18] have no group 

controller. All members must contribute their own 
secrets to generate the group key. A typical way is using 
the variant Diffie-Hellman key distribution schemes to 

generate the group key. However, the computation and 
communication cost is very high due to many 
exponentiation operations. 

2.4 Hybrid models 

In [1], a hybrid secure multicast communication scheme 
was proposed by combining the LKH and the Iolus 
framework. The scheme has a group controller (GC) and 
the large group is also split into small subgroups. The 
GC uses Iolus to distribute the group key to the subgroup 
controller (SC). The SC uses LKH to forward the group 
key to group members. Although this approach can 
lower the GC load, the major drawbacks are the 
centralized problem in SC, and the GC could not 
authenticate each subgroup member. In addition, the 
shared key distribution between GC and his dynamic 
members is not addressed. 

3. Our proposed scheme 

In this section, we propose an efficient and flexible 
decentralized multicast key distribution scheme. There 
are three kinds of participants in our scheme: the 
registration center, subgroup controllers, and subgroup 
members. In our scheme, all members submit their 
identities to the registration center for registration. The 
registration center classifies members into different 
subgroups. In each subgroup, the registration center 
assigns a static member as the subgroup controller to 
reduce the cost of key distribution traffic. When a 
subgroup controller wants to send the group key to 
members, the KEK keys between the subgroup controller 
and its members can be inquired from the registration 
center. We assume the registration center is a trusted 
server that performs registration, shared key queries and 
multicast grouping. In the proposed approach, the 
registration center divides all members into subgroups 
based on their behaviors and distances. The subgroups 
are connected to the registration center and arranged in 
the form of a hierarchy.  

Let RC  be the registration center. Let jiU ,  

denote the dynamic member j  in the subgroup i  and 

jiID ,  denote the unique identification of jiU , . Without 

loss of generality, let 0,iU  be the static member in the 

subgroup i . Let iG  be the subgroup i . Let ()h be a 

secure one-way hashing function [12]. Let )(mE K  be 
the ciphertext of m  encrypted using the secret key K  
of a secure symmetric cryptosystem [14]. Let )(cD K  
denote the plaintext of c  decrypted using the secret key 
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K of the corresponding symmetric cryptosystem [14]. 
Then let ||  denote the conventional string concatenation 
operator. Let }{:→ ZYX  denote a sender X  sends 
a message Z  to a receiver Y . Finally, let x  be the 
master secret key of RC , ),(= ,, jiji IDxhV  is the 

secret key computed by RC  and shared by jiU ,  and 

RC after jiU ,  registering at RC . Therefore, 

),(= ,0,,0, jiiji VIDhV  is the secret key computed by RC  

and jiU ,  shared by 0,iU  and jiU, . The proposed scheme 
consists of five phases: the registration phase, the 
grouping phase, the key distribution phase, the shared 
key inquiry phase, and the dynamic membership 
management phase. 

3.1 The registration phase 

RC  performs grouping and key management 
required for the multicast key distribution. Each member 
submits his identity information to RC  for registration. 
If RC  accepts this request, then it will perform the 
following steps.  

Step 1 ： Compute jiU , ’s secret key 
),(= ,, jiji IDxhV  

Step 2：Send jiV ,  to jiU ,  via a secure channel or 

store jiV ,  in a smart card and give it to jiU , . 

3.2 The grouping phase 

To reduce the cost of key distribution traffic, an 
efficient grouping mechanism follows. The registration 
center RC classifies members into different subgroups 
based on their behavior and geography. In each subgroup, 
RC  assigns a static member as the subgroup head 

(controller). The general classification mechanism is 
based on the distance from the static members or the 
value of a threshold function. The static members 
perform the group key distribution for their subgroups. 
These approaches will reduce the burden on the RC .  

3.3 The key distribution phase 

After grouping, RC  generates a group key K  
and sends it to all subgroup’s static members 0,iU . Then 
all of the subgroup’s static members distribute the group 
key K  to all their members. The following protocol is 
the group key distribution for each subgroup i. 

 

Step 1: ))}||(,(,{:→ 1,1,0, 0, iVii NKhKENURC
i

 

Step 2: )},1({: 2,1,0, 0, iiVi NNERCU
i

+→  

Step 3: )}1+({:→ 2,0, 0, iVi NEURC
i

 

Step 4: ))}||||(,(,,{:→ 0,3,3,0,,0, ,0, iiViiGjii IDNKhKENIDUU
jii∈  

Step 5: )},1({:→ 4,3,0,, ,0, iiViGji NNEUU
jii

+∈  

Step 6: )}1({:→ 4,,0, ,0,
+∈ iVGjii NEUU

jii
 

 

In step 1, RC  generates the group key K, a nonce 
1,iN , and sends the message ))}||(,(,{ 1,1, 0, iVi NKhKEN

i
 to 

0,iU . The nonce 1,iN  is a fresh random number for 
freshness checking. The authentication tag 

)||( 1,iNKh is used for verifying the identification of 
RC . 

After receiving the message in step 1, 0,iU  decrypts 
the message using its secret key and derives the group K  
by computing )))||(,(( 1,0,0, iVV NKhKED

ii
. Then it 

checks if the authentication tag )||( 1,iNKh  is valid. If 

yes, 0,iU  sends the encrypted message 

),1+( 2,1,0, iiV NNE
i

 back to RC . The nonce 2,iN  is 

for freshness checking.  
Upon receiving the encrypted message in step 2, 

RC  decrypts it by computing 
)),1+(( 2,1,0,0, iiVV NNED

ii
 and checks if the nonce 

1+1,iN  is in it for freshness checking. If yes, RC  

sends the encrypted message )1+( 2,0, iV NE
i  back to 0,iU  

in step 3. Upon receiving the message )1+( 2,0, iV NE
i

, 

0,iU  decrypts it by computing ))1+(( 2,0,0, iVV NED
ii

 

and checks if the nonce 1+2,iN  is in it for freshness 
checking. 

After step 3, RC has sent the group key K  to all 
subgroup heads. When 0,iU  wants to send the group key 

K  to his subgroup member jiU , , the shared key jiV ,0,  
can be inquired from RC  using the shared key inquiry 
phase. 

In step 4, 0,iU  generates a nonce 4,iN , and sends 

0,iID , 3,iN , the encrypted message 

))||||(,( 0,3,,0, iiV IDNKhKE
ji

to jiU , . The nonce 3,iN  
is for freshness checking.  

After receiving 0,iID , 3,iN  and the encrypted 

message in step 4, jiU ,  decrypts the message by first 
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computing the shared key ),(= ,0,,0, jiiji VIDhV . Then, 

jiU ,  can derive the group key K  by computing 

)))||||(,(( 0,3,,0,0 iiVV IDNKhKED
jiji

 and checking if the 

authentication tag )||||( 0,3, ii IDNKh is valid. If yes, 

jiU ,  sends the encrypted message ),1+( 4,3,,0 iiV NNE
ji

 

back to 0,iU  in step 5. The nonce 4,iN  is for freshness 
checking.  

Upon receiving the encrypted message in step 5, 
0,iU  decrypts it by computing 

)),1+(( 4,3,,0,,0, iiVV NNED
jiji  and checking if the 

nonce 13, +iN  is in it for freshness checking. If yes, 

0,iU  sends the encrypted message )1( 4,,0,
+iV NE

ji
 

back to jiU , . Upon receiving )1( 4,,0,
+iV NE

ji
, jiU ,  

decrypts it by computing ))1(( 4,,0,,0,
+iVV NED

jiji
 and 

checks if the nonce 14, +iN  is in it for freshness 
checking. After finishing all steps, all group members 
can use the group key K   for secure communication. 

3.4 The shared key inquiry phase 

When 0,iU  wants to send the group key K  to his 

subgroup members jiU , , the shared key jiV ,0,  can be 
inquired from RC . This approach can avoid the risk of 
secret key storage. The following protocols are the 
shared key inquiry phase. 

Step 1: ||((,,,{:→ 0,,0,5,0, 0, iVjiiii IDhEIDIDNRCU
i

 

))}|| 5,, iji NID  

Step 2: )))}1+(||(,({:→ 5,,0,,0,0, 0, ijijiVi NVhVEURC
i

 

In step 1, 0,iU  sends the inquiry message to RC . 
The message includes the authentication tag 

)||||( 5,,0, ijii NIDIDh  and is encrypted by the secret key 

0,iV  shared by 0,iU  and RC , which is for verifying the 

identification of 0,iU . After receiving the inquiry 
message, RC  first decrypts it by computing 

)))||||((( 5,,0,0,0, ijiiVV NIDIDhED
ii

, then checks if the 

message contains the authentication tag 
)||||( 5,,0, ijii NIDIDh  and if the nonce 5,iN  is fresh. 

RC  can keep a simple table to record recently used 
nonces. RC  rejects the inquiry if it is not valid. If it is 
valid and the nonce is fresh, RC  computes the shared 

key ),(= ,0,,0, jiiji VIDhV shared by 0,iU  and his 

subgroup members jiU , . Then RC  sends the encrypted 

message ||(,( ,0,,0,0, jijiV VhVE
i

 )))1( 5, +iN  back to jiU ,  
in step 2. 

Upon receiving the encrypted message in step 2, 
0,iU  uses his secret key to decrypt it and derives the 

subgroup member’s shared key jiV ,0, . 

3.5 The dynamic membership management phase 

To ensure the forward secrecy and backward 
secrecy, a secure multicast protocol must update the 
group key when the group members change. In our 
scheme, RC performs the dynamic membership 
management for scalability. The join and leave protocols 
are initialized by the dynamic members. We also 
consider the situation of the leaving of a subgroup’s 
static member.  

3.5.1 Member joining 

We assume a new member kiU ,  wants to join the 
service, it must submit his identity information to RC  
for registering first. If RC  accepts this request, then it 
will perform the following steps. 

Step 1：Compute kiU , ’s secret key ),(= ,, kiki IDxhV  

Step 2：Send kiV ,  to kiU ,  via a secure channel or store 

kiV ,  in a smart card and give it to kiU , . 

After registering, RC  updates the group key 'K  and 
sends it to all members to maintain forward secrecy. The 
following protocol is the group key distribution for each 
subgroup i , where 4,3,2,1, ,,,, iiii NNNNN  are nonces, 
and JN  is the joining-request message. 

Step 1: (,,,{:→
,,, kiVkiki ENJNIDRCU    

))}||||( , JNNIDh ki  

Step 2: ,'(,,,{:→
0,,1,0, KEIDJNNURC

iVkiii   

))}||||||'( ,1, JNIDNKh kii  

Step 3: )},1+({:→ 2,1,0, 0, iiVi NNERCU
i

 

Step 4: )}1+({:→ 2,0, 0, iVi NEURC
i

 

Step 5:  
jii ViiGjii EJNNIDUU

,0,
,,,{:→ 3,0,∈,0,  

))}||||||'(,'( 3,0, JNNIDKhK ii  

Step 6: )},1+({:→ 4,3,0,∈, ,0, iiViGji NNEUU
jii

 

Step 7: )}1+({:→ 4,∈,0, ,0, iVGjii NEUU
jii
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In step 1, kiU ,  sends his identity kiID , , a nonce 
N , the joining message JN and the message 

)||||(( ,,
JNNIDhE kiV ki

 to RC  to join the 
service. If RC  accepts the request, then it executes the 
grouping protocol and classifies the member kiU ,  into 

0,iU ’s subgroup. After grouping, RC  updates the 
group key 'K  and sends the 
message ||||||'(,'(,,,{ ,1,,1, 0, kiiVkii IDNKhKEIDJNN

i
))}JN  

including the new member’s joining message to 0,iU  in 

step 2. The nonce 1,iN  is a fresh random number for 
freshness checking. The authentication tag 

)||||||'( ,1, JNIDNKh kii  is used for verifying the 
identification of RC . 

Upon receiving the encrypted message in step 2, 
0,iU  decrypts the message using his secret key and 

derives the new group key 'K  by computing 
||||'(,'(( 1,0,0, iVV NKhKED

ii
 )))||, JNID ki . Then 

checks if the authentication tag 
)||||||'( ,1, JNIDNKh kii  is valid. If the authentication 

tag )||||||'( ,1, JNIDNKh kii  is valid, 0,iU  sends the 

encrypted message ),1+( 2,1,0, iiV NNE
i

 back to RC  in 

step 3. The nonce 2,iN  is for freshness checking.  
After receiving the encrypted message in step 3, 

RC  decrypts it by computing 
)),1+(( 2,1,0,0, iiVV NNED

ii
 and checks if the nonce 

1+1,iN  is in it for freshness checking. If yes, RC  

sends the encrypted message )1+( 2,0, iV NE
i

 back to 0,iU  

in step 4. Upon receiving the message )1+( 2,0, iV NE
i

, 

0,iU  decrypts it by computing ))1+(( 2,0,0, iVV NED
ii

 

and checks if the nonce 1+2,iN  is in it for freshness 
checking. 

After step 4, RC has sent the new group key 'K  to 
all subgroup heads. In step 5, 0,iU  generates a nonce 

3,iN , and sends his 0,iID , 3,iN , the encrypted message 

))||||||'(,'( 0,3,,0,
JNIDNKhKE iiV ji to 

iGjiU ∈, . The 

nonce 3,iN  is for freshness checking. After receiving the 

0,iID , 3,iN  and the encrypted message in step 5, 

iGjiU ∈,  decrypted the message by first computing the 

shared key ),(= ,0,,0, jiiji VIDhV . Then, jiU ,  can derive 
the group key 'K  by computing 

)))||'(,'(( 3,,0,,0, iVV NKhKED
jiji . 

iGjiU ∈,  sends the 

encrypted message ),1+( 4,3,,0, iiV NNE
ji

 back to 0,iU  

in step 6. The nonce 4,iN  is for freshness checking.  
Upon receiving the encrypted message in step 6, 

0,iU  decrypts it by computing 

)),1+(( 4,3,,0,,0, iiVV NNED
jiji  and checks if the nonce 

1+3,iN  is in it for freshness checking. If yes, 0,iU  

sends the encrypted message )1+( 4,,0, iV NE
ji  back to 

iGjiU ∈,  in step 7. Upon receiving )1+( 4,,0, iV NE
ji , 

iGjiU ∈,  decrypts it by computing 

))1+(( 4,,0,,0, iVV NED
jiji  and checks if the 

nonce 1+4,iN  is in it for freshness checking. After 
finishing the steps, all group members can use the group 
key 'K  for secure communication.  

3.5.2 Member leaving 

If kiU ,  wants to leave the service, the group key needs 
to be changed. After a member sends the leave-request to 
RC , RC  updates the group key ''K  to protect the 
forward secrecy. The following are the common key 
updating protocols for each subgroup i, where 

4,3,2,1, ,,,, iiii NNNNN  are nonces and LR  is the 
leave-request message. 

Step 1: ))}||||((,,,{:→ ,,, ,
LRNIDhELRNIDRCU kiVkiki ki

 

Step 2: ,(,,,{:→ ''
,1,0, 0,

KEIDLRNURC
iVkiii   

))}||||||( ,1,
'' LRIDNKh kii  

Step 3: )},1+({:→ 2,1,0, 0, iiVi NNERCU
i

 

Step 4: )}1+({:→ 2,0, 0, iVi NEURC
i

 

Step 5: ,(,,{:→ ''
3,0,

∈
≠,0, ,0,

KENIDUU
ji

i

Vii
Gj

kjii   

))}||||"( 3,0, ii NIDKh  

Step 6: )},1+({:→ 4,3,0,
∈
≠, ,0, iiVi
Gj

kji NNEUU
ji

i

 

Step 7: )}1+({:→ 4,
∈
≠,0, ,0, iV

Gj
kjii NEUU

ji
i

 

In step 1, kiU ,  sends his identity kiID , , a nonce 

N , LR, and the message )||||(( ,,
LRNIDhE kiV ki

 
to RC  to leave the service. If RC  accepts the request, 
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then RC  updates the group key ''K  and redistributes to 
all group members. In step 2, RC  sends a nonce 1,iN , 

kiU , ’s identify kiID ,  and the leaving message LR, and 

the message ||(,(,,,{ ''''
,1, 0,

KhKEIDLRN
iVkii   

))}|||| ,1, LRIDN kii  to 0,iU . The nonce 1,iN  is a fresh 
random number for freshness checking. The 
authentication tag )||||||( ,1,

'' LRIDNKh kii  is used for 
verifying the identification of RC . 

Upon receiving the encrypted message in step 2, 
0,iU  decrypts the message using his secret key and 

derives the new group ''K  by computing 
||(,(( ''''

0,0,
KhKED

ii VV    )))|||| ,1, LRIDN kii . Then it 

checks if the authentication tag 
)||||||( ,1,

'' LRIDNKh kii  is valid. If yes, 0,iU  sends 

the encrypted message ),1+( 2,1,0, iiV NNE
i

 back to 

RC  in step 3. The nonce 2,iN  is for freshness 
checking.  

After receiving the encrypted message in step 3, 
RC  decrypts it by computing 

)),1+(( 2,1,0,0, iiVV NNED
ii

 and checks if the nonce 

1+1,iN  is in it for freshness checking. If yes, RC  

sends the encrypted message )1+( 2,0, iV NE
i

 back to 0,iU  

in step 4. Upon receiving the message )1+( 2,0, iV NE
i

, 

0,iU  decrypts it by computing ))1+(( 2,0,0, iVV NED
ii  

and checks if the nonce 1+2,iN  is in it for freshness 
checking. 

After step 4, RC has sent the new group key ''K  to 
all subgroup heads. In step 5, 0,iU  generates a nonce 

3,iN , and sends his 0,iID , 3,iN , the encrypted message 

))||||||(,( 0,3,
''''

,0,
JNIDNKhKE iiV ji  to 

iGj
kjiU

∈
≠, . The nonce 

3,iN  is for freshness checking. After receiving 0,iID , 

3,iN  and the encrypted message in step 5, 
iGj
kjiU

∈
≠,  

decrypts the message by first computing the shared key 
),(= ,0,,0, jiiji VIDhV . Then, 

iGj
kjiU

∈
≠,  can derive the 

group key ''K  by computing 
)))||(,(( 3,

''''
,0,,0, iVV NKhKED
jiji and check if the 

authentication tag )||( 3,
''

iNKh  is valid. If yes, 
iGj
kjiU

∈
≠,  

sends the encrypted message ),1+( 4,3,,0, iiV NNE
ji

 back 

to 0,iU  in step 6. The nonce 4,iN  is for freshness 
checking.  

Upon receiving the encrypted message in step 6, 
0,iU  decrypts it by computing 

)),1+(( 4,3,,0,,0, iiVV NNED
jiji  and checks if the nonce 

1+3,iN  is in it for freshness checking. If yes, 0,iU  

sends the encrypted message )1+( 4,,0, iV NE
ji  back to 

iGj
kjiU

∈
≠,  in step 7. Upon the receipt of )1+( 4,,0, iV NE

ji , 

iGj
kjiU

∈
≠,  decrypts it by computing 

))1+(( 4,,0,,0, iVV NED
jiji  and checks if the 

nonce 1+4,iN  is in it for freshness checking. After 
finishing these steps, all group members  can use the new 
group key ''K  for secure communication.  

3.5.3 Reconfiguration 

If the static member 0,iU  wants to leave the service, 
the group key needs to be updated. Following are the re-
key operations required. 

3.5.3.1 The grouping phase 

After the static member 0,iU  sends the leave-

request to RC , RC  chooses another member kiU ,  as 

the new static member of this subgroup iG . For 

simplicity, we exchange kiID ,  with 0,iID  and publish it. 

3.5.3.2 The key distribution phase 

RC  updates the group key '''K  to protect the 
forward secrecy, and sends it to other members except 

kiU ,  . The following protocols are the group key 
distribution for each subgroup i, 
where ,,,, 3,2,1, iii NNNN  4,iN  are nonces and SLR  is 
the static member leave-request message. 

Step 1: ||((,,,{:→ ,,, , kiVkiki IDhESLRNIDRCU
ki

 

))}|| SLRN  
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Step 2: ,(,,,{:→ '''
,1,0, 0,

KEIDSLRNURC
iVkiii   

))}||||||( ,1,
''' SLRIDNKh kii  

Step 3: )},1+({:→ 2,1,0, 0, iiVi NNERCU
i

 

Step 4: )}1({:→ 2,0, 0,
+iVi NEURC

i
 

Step 5: ,(,,{:→ '''
3,0,

∈
≠,0, ,0,

KENIDUU
ji

i

Vii
Gj

kjii   

))}||||( 3,0,
'''

ii NIDKh  

Step 6 )},1+({:→ 4,3,0,
∈
≠, ,0, iiVi
Gj

kji NNEUU
ji

i

 

Step 7 )}1+({:→ 4,
∈
≠,0, ,0, iV
Gj

kjii NEUU
ji

i

 

In step 1, kiU ,  sends his identity kiID , , a nonce N, 

SLR, and the message )||||(( ,,
SLRNIDhE kiV ki

 to 
RC  for leaving the service. If RC  accepts the request, 

then RC  updates the group key '''K  and redistributes it 
to all group members. After grouping, RC  sends a 
nonce 1,iN , kiU , ’s identify kiID ,  and the leaving 
message SLR , and the message 

))}||||||(,(,,,{ ,1,
''''''

,1, 0,
SLRIDNKhKEIDSLRN kiiVkii i

 

to the new 0,iU in step 2. The nonce 1,iN  is a fresh 
random number for freshness checking. The 
authentication tag )||||||( ,1,

''' SLRIDNKh kii  is used 
for verifying the identification of RC. 

Upon receiving the message in step 2, 0,iU  
decrypts the message using his secret key and derives the 
new group '''K  by computing 

||||||(,(( ,1,
''''''

0,0, kiiVV IDNKhKED
ii

 )))SLR . Then it 
checks if the authentication tag 

)||||||( ,1,
''' SLRIDNKh kii  is valid. If yes, 0,iU  sends 

the encrypted message ),1+( 2,1,0, iiV NNE
i

 back to 

RC  in step 3. The nonce 2,iN  is for freshness 
checking.  

After receiving the encrypted message in step 3, 
RC  decrypts it by computing 

)),1+(( 2,1,0,0, iiVV NNED
ii

 and checks if the nonce 

1+1,iN  is in it for freshness checking. If yes, RC  

sends the encrypted message )1+( 2,0, iV NE
i

 back to 0,iU  

in step 4. Upon receiving the message )1+( 2,0, iV NE
i

, 

0,iU  decrypts it by computing ))1+(( 2,0,0, iVV NED
ii

 

and checks if the nonce 1+2,iN  is in it for freshness 
checking. 

After step 4, RC has sent the new group key '''K  to 
all subgroup heads. In step 5, 0,iU  generates a nonce 

3,iN , and sends his 0,iID , 3,iN , the encrypted message 

))||||||(,( 0,3,
''''''

,0,
SLRIDNKhKE iiV ji  to 

iGj
kjiU

∈
≠,  . The nonce 

3,iN  is for freshness checking. After receiving the 

0,iID , 3,iN  and the encrypted message in step 5, 

iGj
kjiU

∈
≠,  decrypted the message by first computing the 

shared key ),(= ,0,,0, jiiji VIDhV . Then, 
iGj
kjiU

∈
≠,  can 

derive the group key '''K  by computing 
)))||(,(( 3,

''''''
,0,,0, iVV NKhKED
jiji

and check if the 

authentication tag )||( 3,
'''

iNKh  is valid. If yes, 
iGj
kjiU

∈
≠,  

sends the encrypted message ),1+( 4,3,,0, iiV NNE
ji

 back 

to 0,iU  in step 6. The nonce 4,iN  is for freshness 
checking. 
Upon receiving the encrypted message in step 6, 0,iU  

decrypts it by computing )),1+(( 4,3,,0,,0, iiVV NNED
jiji  

and checks if the nonce 1+3,iN  is in it for freshness 

checking. If yes, 0,iU  sends the encrypted message 

)1+( 4,,0, iV NE
ji  back to 

iGj
kjiU

∈
≠,  in step 7. Upon the 

receipt of )1+( 4,,0, iV NE
ji , 

iGj
kjiU

∈
≠,  decrypts it by 

computing ))1+(( 4,,0,,0, iVV NED
jiji  and checks if the 

nonce 1+4,iN  is in it for freshness checking. After 
finishing all steps, all group members can use the new 
group key '''K  for secure communication. 

4. Security analysis 
In this section, we analyze the security of our 

proposed scheme. 
(1) The secret key ),(= ,, jiji IDxhV  of each   member 
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computed by RC  and the   shared secret key 
),(= 0,,,0, ijiji IDVhV  between 0,iU  and jiU ,  are 

both protected by the secure one-way hash 
function ()h . It is infeasible to compute jiV ,  
without knowing the secret information x  of 
RC . It is also infeasible to compute jiV ,0,  
without knowing the secret information x  or jiV , . 

(2) The replay attack fails since the freshness of 
messages transmitted in key distribution phase is 
provide by the nonces 4,3,2,1, ,,,, iiii NNNNN . 
Only valid participants can put the related nonces 
generated by the eligible partner in the encrypted 
message. The authentication tags are used to make 
sure that the received messages were correctly 
sent by the eligible partners. 

(3) In the dynamic membership management phase, 
the group key is updated when members join, 
leave, or reconfigure. It provides forward and 
backward secrecy. 

In our scheme, for improving the reparability mentioned 
in [9, 10], the shared keys ),(= ,, jiji IDxhV  stored in 

jiU , 's smart card can be replaced with the new value 

),,( ,, kIDxhV jiji = , where k is the number of times 

that jiU ,  has revoked his used secret key jiV , . This 
approach requires RC to record the number k in his 
database or jiU ,  to send the number k to his subgroup 
controller in key distribution. 

5. Performance analysis 
 
 

Table 1: Number of keys stored for our proposed 
scheme and related schemes 

 

 Iolus [13] 
Aslan’s 
scheme 

[1] 
Our Scheme

Group 
controller N n  1 

Subgroup 
controller N 2N-1 N 

Each member 1 h  1 
 

We analyze the number of stored keys for our proposed 
scheme and the related schemes [1, 13] in Table 1. We 
assume the total number of subgroups in [1, 13] and our 
scheme is n . The number of each subgroup members is 

N . Therefore, members of the whole group are Nn* . 
The height of the protocol’s tree in [1] is 

1+)(log= Nh d , where d  is the degree of the tree. In 
our scheme, the shared key ),(= ,, jiji IDxhV  and 

),(= 0,,,0, ijiji IDVhV  can be computed by the master secret 

x, and RC  only has to keep secretly the master key x. 
Each subgroup controller needs to store N-1 shared keys 

),( 0,,,0, ijiiji IDVhV =≠ inquired from the group controller 
with his subgroup member and one shared key 

),( 0,0, ii IDxhV =  with the group controller. Each 

subgroup member jiU ,  only needs to store one secret 
key ),(= ,, jiji IDxhV . In Iolus [13], the group controller 
needs to store n shared keys with n subgroup controllers. 
Each subgroup controller needs to store N-1 shared keys 
with his N-1 subgroup members and at least one shared 
key with his nearest subgroup controller. Each subgroup 
member only needs to store one shared secret key with 
his subgroup controller. In Aslan’s protocol [1], the 
group controller needs to store n shared keys with n 
subgroup controllers. Each subgroup controller needs to 
store 2N-2 shared keys, including N-1 KEKs and N-1 
LKH keys, with his N-1 subgroup members and at least 
one shared key with his nearest subgroup controller. The 
total number of keys is (N-1)+(N-1)+1=2N-1. Each 
subgroup member needs to store h shared secret keys 
with his subgroup controller. 

 

Table 2: Computation cost of a multicast message for our 
proposed scheme and related schemes 

 

  Iolus [13] 
Aslan’s 
scheme 

[1] 

Our 
Scheme

Number of 
encryption/decryption 
operations for all 
subgroup controllers 

3n-2 3n-2 0 

Number of 
encryption/decryption 
operations for each 
subgroup member 

1 1 1 

 

The number of encryption/decryption operations for a 
multicast message in each subgroup controller and 
member about our scheme and related schemes is 
presented in Table 2. In our scheme, all subgroup 
controllers need not do any encryption or decryption for 
multicasting a message. Each subgroup member needs to 
do one encryption or decryption operation when a 
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multicast message is transmitted. In the schemes [1, 13], 
all subgroup controllers need to do message translation. 
This task needs at least 3n-2 encryption or decryption 
operations, including 1 decryption operation and n-1 
encryption operation by the sender subgroup controller, 
and n-1 decryption operations and n-1 encryption 
operations for all other n-1 subgroup controllers. 

If you would like to itemize some parts of your 
manuscript, please make use of the specified style 
“itemize” from the drop-down menu of style categories  

In the case that you would like to paragraph your 
manuscript, please make use of the specified style 
“paragraph” from the drop-down menu of style 
categories  

 

Table 3: Comparison between our proposed scheme 
and related schemes 

 Iolus 
[13]

Aslan’s 
scheme [1] 

Our 
Scheme

No key table No No Yes 
Mutual authentication No No Yes 

Computation cost 
of multicasting messages High High Very 

low 

Secret key generation  No No Yes 

We summarize the functionality of the related schemes 
[1, 13] and our scheme in Table 3. In the schemes [1, 13], 
the group controller must store the shared keys for all 
subgroup controllers. In our scheme, the registration 
center RC  needs only to protect his master secret key x. 
The subgroup controller and subgroup members can 
authenticate each other in our scheme. The computation 
cost of multicasting messages in our scheme is very low 
compared to the schemes [1, 13]. We also address the 
shared keys generation between RC  and subgroup 
controllers, RC  and subgroup members, and subgroup 
controllers and subgroup members. 

6. Concluding remarks 
 
In this paper, we have proposed an efficient and flexible 
decentralized multicast key distribution scheme. Our 
scheme does not need a shared keys table between the 
registration center and all users to reduce the key storage 
risk, and the computation cost is very low. In our scheme, 
when a subgroup member wants to transmit messages to 

other subgroups, these messages can be encrypted by the 
group key. It does not have the bottleneck problem in 
subgroup heads.  The subgroup heads can authenticate 
each subgroup members. The Key Encryption Keys 
distribution between the key center and all members are 
addressed in our proposed scheme but not considered in 
other related schemes. 
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